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Philippines - Wikipedia The Philippines (/ Ëˆ f Éª l É™ p iË• n z / ( listen) FIL-É™-peenz; Filipino: Pilipinas [ËŒpÉªlÉªËˆpinÉ•s] or Filipinas [ËŒfÉªlÉªËˆpinÉ•s]),
officially the Republic of the Philippines (Filipino: Republika ng Pilipinas), is an archipelagic country in Southeast Asia. Philippines Map / Geography of Philippines
/ Map of ... Positioned on the western edge of the Pacific Ocean, along the Ring of Fire, the Philippines is the second-largest archipelago in the world, with over 7,100
individual islands counted within its borders. With a population of 103,775,002, The Philippines became an independent state in 1946. Philippines - Countries Office of the Historian A Guide to the United Statesâ€™ History of Recognition, Diplomatic, and Consular Relations, by Country, since 1776: Philippines Summary
The United States recognized the Philippines in 1946.

Philippines Visa Free Countries 2018 | Visa Info Desk Since the Philippines is within Asia, the most likely reason for this is good international connections with
neighboring countries. In addition, the Philippines is one of the members of the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) whose members focus on assisting
each other towards growth and development. Philippines country profile - BBC News 1941-1944 - The Philippines are occupied by Japan during the Second World
War, but are retaken by the US. 1946 - The islands are granted full independence and renamed the Republic of the Philippines. Philippines Overview - worldbank.org
The Philippines is one of the most dynamic economies in the East Asia and the Pacific region. With increasing urbanization, a growing middle-income class, and a
large and young population, the Philippinesâ€™ economic dynamism is rooted in strong consumer demand supported by improving real incomes and robust
remittances.
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